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X rays generation, absorption, X ray spectrum, X ray crystallography  
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*X rays are light photons (EM radiation) of higher frequency than visible light, having  
enough energy to cause ionization.

Generation of Xray mechanism (breaking and characteristic radiation)
In an X ray tube, electrons are accelerated from a heated cathode, through a vacuum in a 
voltage difference and collide with the anode. The voltage difference, with the cathode 
being negatively charged and the anode being positively charged causes the electrons to 
rapidly accelerate towards the anode (negative electrons attract to the positive anode). 
These free electrons have kinetic energy. The higher the voltage between cathode and 
anode, the faster the electrons will accelerate and the greater their kinetic energy will be.
X rays are generated by the interactions of freely accelerated electrons with electrons in 
orbitals in the anode's atoms. 

Breaking radiation (Slide #3) - generation of  breaking radiation X ray occurs when the 
accelerated electrons in the X ray tube lose their kinetic energy (or motion energy) in 
several steps. In such a scenario an electron accelerated in the X ray tube collides with 
an atom in the anode, transfers some of its kinetic energy to the atom, generating an X 
ray. Then the electron keeps going with some kinetic energy left, hits another atom and 
so on until all of its kinetic energy is lost.
Thus the kinetic energy of the electron is converted to X ray in several random steps. 

The more KE (Kinetic energy) is lost to the atom while the electron collides with it – the 
greater the frequency of the X ray may be. And being that the steps in which the energy 
of the electrons is lost is random and takes several steps – a wide range of X ray photons 
can be generated – from higher frequencies to lower frequencies. That is why the 
spectrum of breaking radiation is continuous (X ray photons generated can have any 
energy between a given maximum and a minimum)

Characteristic radiation (Slide #4)– Generation of characteristic X ray occurs usually 
when greater voltage is applied in the X ray tube. In such cases the KE of the accelerated 
electron may be so great as to cause ionization of an electron in the innermost orbital 
(K shell) in an atom it hits. In such cases a vacancy is caused in the inner most K shell, 
which according to the lowest energy principle has to be filled by another electron 
dropping from a higher orbital to fill the inner shell vacancy (following the lowest 
energy principle). In such case when a vacancy in the inner shell is filled by an electron, 
energy is released in the from of characteristic X rays. 
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Such X rays cannot take any energy, only the energy that is specific to the energy 
difference between the inner shell and the shell the electron is dropping from to fill the 
inner shell vacancy (slide #5 in the lecture shows the energy levels). Those X ray 
generated in this way are the green peaks in the graph on slide #4 in the lecture. Since 
those X rays generated are characteristic of the material of the anode, and follow 
specific energy levels, the spectrum of characteristic radiation is discrete (can only 
take specific values).

Limiting frequency (also known as   λ     min)   this expression can be calculated by the 
following equation f max=

eV
h which is minimal #21. (This minimal appeared both in 

the 1st and in the 2nd SCTs in year 2011). This expression refers to the maximum energy 
Xray that can be generated. We discussed breaking radiation can occur in a variety of 
energies, thus having a variety of frequencies, showing a continuous spectrum. The 
maximum energy, highest frequency X ray photon that can be generated in any given 
condition is called the limiting frequency, simply because we will not get a higher 
frequency than that. 
The limiting frequency is dependent on the voltage difference between the anode and 
cathode, simply because if there is more voltage, the electrons' KE is greater, and the 
X rays generated can potentially have more energy, and higher frequency.
Being that higher frequencies have lower wavelengths ( λ) the limiting, or maximal 
frequency is also the minimal wavelength, thus “ λ min”

Auger electrons – The actual fraction of energy that is released in an X ray tube as 
emitted X ray photons is around 1%, the rest is released as heat, and different 
mechanisms that take place. One is called “Auger electrons”. 
In such a scenario an electron passes its KE to an atom, causing ionization of the inner 
electron (ionization of an electron in the inner K shell orbital) and instead of having an 
electron drop down and emit the energy as a photon, an electron drops down to fill the 
vacancy, and transfers its energy to another electron in the atom, which also shoots out 
of its orbital due to the energy transferred to it; that is an Auger electron. In this reaction 
we can consider this atom to have lost two electrons.

Absorption of X rays – The absorption of X ray is the key factor that allows us to use 
X rays in diagnostics in medicine (like an X ray image). In an X ray image the bones, 
that are more dense than their surrounding tissues, absorb the X ray radiation, thus 
appearing as brighter on the X ray image. Essentially where more X ray was absorbed 
we will see a brighter spot.



The attenuation (or absorption) of radiation is depicted in the graph on lecture slide #8 
on the left side, and is important to understand, as you will encounter it many times in 
this course. Consider an object being put in front of an X ray radiation source, and we 
can measure the radiation intensity before it went into the object and after it passed 
through the object. 
We can easily conclude that the intensity is going to be smaller after the radiation had 
passed through the object, also the thicker the object, the more intensity we are going to 
“lose” as the X rays travel through the object. That's pretty much what this whole slide is 
about. So lets break it down:

Lets consider the equation I =I 0 e−μ x

I denotes the intensity that we measure after x absorbing material. I0 denotes the initial 
intensity of the radiation before it went into the object.
The y axis shows us the ratio of the intensity we measure at x distance in the object to 
the initial intensity – I/I0. 
Before the radiation strikes the object (distance, x=0), the initial intensity, and the 
measured intensity at x distance is going to be the same (because the radiation did not 
start traveling in the material) and that is why the I/I0 y axis starts at the value of 1. The 
x axis simply denotes the amount of material we went through (x).
The expression e−μ x refers to the calculation of the absorption using the ”absorption 
coefficient” (µ) it's simply like a “standard industry” for measuring the absorption.

The whole equation  I =I 0 e−μ x
 simply calculates the intensity of X ray after going 

through x ray material with absorption coefficient µ through a distance x. Being that the 
function is exponential (approaches the X axis but doesn't touch it, also referred to as 
asymptotically approaches the x axis) the mathematical exponent e is used.

The absorption coefficient µ is calculated by attaining the distance at which only 36% of 
the radiation intensity remain, and “reciprocating” it. In a simple non mathematic 
language, if after 3cm only 36% of my X ray intensity remains, my absorption coefficient 
µ  is 1/3 1/cm. That's all it means. 

Absorption mechanisms for X ray and Gamma rays – There are 3 main mechanisms you 
need to know about. Much like the generation of radiation there is an absorption 
mechanism that correlated to a scenario where all the energy is transferred to the tissue 
in one event, and a mechanism that correlates to a scenario where the energy is 
transferred to the tissue in a series of events. There is also a “worse case scenario” called 
the pair production which will also be discussed. 



Photoeffect (Slide #9)– The photoeffect describes a situation in which all of the energy 
of the X ray photon is absorbed in one step. The X ray photon imparts all of its energy to 
an atom in the absorbed tissue and causes an ionization if an electron (like one from an 
inner K shell orbital).
Because of the law of conservation of energy, the energy of the photon (calculated by 
h*f) should be equal to the energy that was required to ionize the electron (A), and the 
kinetic energy the electron gained from the event. That is what the hf=A+Ekinetic means.

Compton effect (Slide #10)- The Compton Effect describes a situation in which the 
energy of the X ray photon is absorbed in series of steps. Once the X ray photon 
interacts with an atom in an absorbing tissue it ionizes an outer electron (which is more 
loosely bounded with the nucleus) and is deflected in a lower frequency and longer 
wavelength. Being that the photon lost some of its energy ionizing the electron, some of 
its energy will be diminished, thus some of its frequency will be “lost”, the photon 
deflected will have a smaller frequency.

Again due to the law of conservation of energy, the energy of the initial photon(h*f), and 
the energy of the ionization energy (A) plus the kinetic energy gained by the electron, 
and the energy of the resultant deflected photon (h*f') will be equal: hf=A+Ekinetic+hf'.
In the lecture slide the  Ekinetic or kinetic energy of the electron is denoted in its 
mathematical form as 1

2
me v e

2  (the little e denotes that the KE is associated with the 
electron).

Pair production (Slide #11)– This scenario requires a great deal more energetic 
X/Gamma ray to occur, and is quite destructive, and does not take place in medicinal 
radiation diagnostic. If the X ray or Gamma ray is powerful enough, and it comes in 
contact with a heavy element nucleus, the nucleus absorbs some of the energy and 
slightly recoils. According to Einstein's energy/mass equivalency E=mc2 equation 
energy can be converted to mass, at which case two elementary particles will be 
generated by the energy absorbed by the nucleus. 

These two particles will be an electron and a positron, which are matter and anti matter; 
they have the same mass but the opposite charge. Those come “flying off” of the 
nucleus. The electron keeps moving through the tissue interacting with different 
electrons, while the positron slows down, interacts with any one electron in its path and 
undergoes annihilation.

When annihilation occurs, antimatter and matter, a positron and an electron interact, 
destroy each other, and generate a great amount of energy in the form of two Gamma 
rays, generated towards opposite directions of one another. (minimal #28)



Why is it necessary to have a heavy nucleus for pair production to occur? It's quite 
simple, imagine yourself trying to jump up as high as you can off of a water bed. Begin 
that the water bed offers no resistance it'll be quite difficult to push off of it, since it will 
sink in every time you try and leap into the air. If you try and do the same on solid 
ground, the ground will more adequately absorb the energy and provide enough 
resistance for you to be able to get a good leap. Simply put – if the atom is too light, the 
great photon energy will just push it away, if it's quite heavier it can absorb some of that 
energy – this is called “the law of conservation of momentum”. (minimal #27)

How powerful does an X/Gamma ray photon need to be to generate pair production? 
According to Einstein's Energy/mass equivalence E=mc2  the amount of energy (E) of 
the photon (h*f) needs to be equal to the resting mass of the generated particles (positron 
mass + electron mass) * Speed of light 2

i.e. hf = (mass of positron + mass of electron) * c2

X ray crystallography(Slides #27 – end) – This is an imaging method, used to determine 
structures of different substances (like proteins) using X rays that “bounce off” of the 
object examined.
In essence if we have a protein that we shoot X rays at, the X rays will hit the protein 
and scatter on the other end in a specific pattern. This is called a diffraction pattern, or 
reflection of light. If we place a collector behind the object, like a screen, we can 
examine the pattern the X rays generate when being diffracted off the object, thus 
creating an image of the object. These light scattering are also referred to as an 
interference pattern.

One of the conditions for X ray crystallography, is that the object being examined needs 
to be in crystal form (frozen). That is also to an extent considered a disadvantage since 
the objects we are examining are not found in crystal form naturally, so some differences 
may occur between the crystallized image of the object and the true object, but it's a 
great estimate. 

What is a crystal form, and why do we need an object to be that way to be examined in 
this method? 
A crystal form is simply a frozen form, in which all of the atoms in the object align in 
equal distance from one another in all directions, like dots on a well defined grid (you 
can consider the blue dots on slide #16 to be in well defined crystalline form).
When all of the atoms are equally apart, we can use X rays to attain accurate information 
as to the diffraction from these atoms, and generate a very well defined interference 
pattern which we can collect to construct an image. 



What the (hell) are the Laue equations? (slide #15)

These equations describe the relationship between incoming (or “incident”) X rays and 
the diffraction angles that may be generated. These equations can calculate the different 
structures of an object that causes a specific X ray interference pattern.
These 4 equations are overdetermined, meaning that using 4 equations we cannot solve 
for 3 variables (variables a, b, c are angles that correlate to the light diffraction). In order 
to solve this situation, we can either rotate the object as we're lighting it with X rays to 
get information from different angles, thus attaining more information to determine 
these angles, or light up the object in its crystalline powder form. (When it's in powder 
form light scatters off of different angles of the object and gives us additional 
information, much like the rotation technique).

To date, in no SCT/final were students asked to calculate using these equations.

Minimal requirement questions

Minimals 26-30, 93 were discussed in this document. 


